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SUSAN OLSBURGH

Meeting Ilse
You never mentioned Cousin Ilse.
You told about Erich, Hans and Greta
but not about Ilse. I’m not sure if you met her.
Yesterday I met Ilse for the first time,
90 years old and a Shoah survivor,
nails perfectly manicured, eyebrows defined,
seemingly unstressed, elegantly dressed.
Parallel streets in your small hometown
connected your families but you were her senior
fourteen years older, bolder
you were blessed to get away.
She was young, condemned to stay.
A teenage life spent in a ‘lager’,
Father, Mother, Brother died before her.
Miraculous escape but no one was left.
Lonely Ilse met her ‘beshert’
and they sailed to Palestina from the West.
A new life, fine sons, one lost in war,
Ilse, now Ilana, you opened the door.
We hugged, sighed, cried and linked
the ones long gone and the ones now left.
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Ilse’s Reply
I prepared Kaffe und Kuchen excitedly
and my son Shlomo came over especially.
It was as if we were solving a crossword puzzle:
how were we related exactly,
where did we fit on the Schartenberg tree?
Two years ago I too went back to Zierenberg
as you have done - you told me on the phone.
I recognized that Heinz, such a Nazi then.
“Ilse, Ilse,” he called out cheerily, “Remember when….”.
100 year old Irma came from the old age home
a fossilized version of my former friend,
“We loved you really but there was little we could do
when the hakenkreuz hung in public view.”
I didn’t go to berate them on my pain.
I went back to see my old home again
I went back for my pleasure, to treasure
once more the beautiful portal of our former front door
to show it to my granddaughter, the youngest offshoot
of our family tree with its German Jewish roots,
to visit the cemetery, to see the gentle hills all around
to hallow again what had become unhallowed ground.
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CHANNAH

MOSHE

Bialowieza Forest
had we been
seven-foot cloned bison
under the Nazi breeding program
considered racially pure
with no political views
we could have
roamed the forest freely
but as partisans
or yellow-starred “vermin”
we were only good enough
to be hunted, shot
by the purification Nazis
and left as corpses
on the forest floor
as a warning to others
appreciating the creation
each of us is
might halt some
from trying to prove
they are better
by murdering senselessly
those in whom they see
their own inferiority
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CHANNAH

MOSHE

Delicate Balance
Seasons’ schedules have changed
autumn’s trees retain their crimson plumage
abating winter’s icy fingers from paralyzing
rivers and lakes
spring is in a hurry to sprout leaves and buds
for my kids the almond tree blooms
in early December
whereas for my mother
it was late January
summer swings erratically
from California forest fires
to Iceland’s melting glaciers
flooding and submerging small islands
Was all this planned on the fifth day
before man was created
or is it really the aftermath
of pesticides, CO2 emissions
genetic engineering
greed and obtuseness
to the delicate ecology
that is this wondrous planet
whirling in a universe
we barely know
yet think nothing
of pillaging
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CHANNAH

MOSHE

Here and Now
Why live in the here and now
when you can preserve food
and microwave it frozen
weeks after it was harvested
When one’s infant suckles milk
pumped at work yesterday
When one can physically reach
a new destination long before
one’s inner energy adapts
to the new surroundings
When a thought that has barely crossed
one’s lips tweets to strangers
who may remain so for ever
Cause and effect no longer hold hands
they can barely guess each other’s
existence over a virtual divide
there and then
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CHANNAH

MOSHE

Skipping Double Dutch
I was always the first
to be chosen
I knew it ahead of time
I loved double-Dutch skipping
left right, left right
on one sardine per day for lunch
I was skinny enough
to find it easy to skip
and stay suspended
until both ropes
wound around
The two ropes
would hit the ground
with a swooshing sound
that was the sign
one could land
take a breath
and quickly ascend again
in anticipation
of the next swoosh
The other girls
stood in line
behind me
not all got their turn
in the break
as the wait
for the good skippers
to fumble their foot
in the rope
was often long
We all had fun
those who came
for day school
those who slept over
during the school days
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MOSHE

and even i
who had been
abandoned there
Fun vanished
when the nuns
got it into their heads
to beat education
into our knuckles
and fingertips
with square wooden rulers
or lash out at our legs
when frustration
flayed out their black garments
like bats’ wings
then it was time
to skip
over the desks
make a dash for the door
hope no nuns were patrolling
the hallway
and run full speed
to the wall
that kept all of us in
an unwanted situation.
The nun came sailing
after me
the ruler a mast
that directed her anger
straight at me
I knew
I deserved better
so I clambered up the tree
that leaned on the wall
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MOSHE

and grazed
knees, elbows and cheeks
sliding down the other side
of the corrugated wall
rather that appease
an infuriated bat
who yelled at me
to come back
this very instant
I turned my back
on the cloistered silence
of a soulful Jew hanging on a cross
buoyed by the honks
of differently colored cars
the brush of hurrying pedestrians
rushing through my veins
I skipped
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CHANNAH

MOSHE

Trying
“I’m trying” I said
“God knows you are!” he responded
he was right - these words
had echoed from me
for more years
than I cared to recollect
when is the right time
to turn your back
on the money and benefits
and step into the unknown
at the end of whose tunnel
is a fragile flame
flickering with hesitation
to be rich
because you alleviated
someone’s pain
will I miss the prestige
I’ve built these past years
the quality time
around the coffee machine
the sharing over lunch
the strange knowledge
that my colleagues
are almost more than family
will new people
take their place
or am I embarking
on a lonesome journey
in a tumultuous sea
of unknowns
with no confidence
to buoy me over
the more challenging moments
what is it I will regret
when I rock in my chair
in the old-age home
what is it I should have
at least tried
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ESTHER LIXENBERG BLOCH

Fifth Commandment
Short barbs
punctured acknowledgement
of my achievements,
as when he would say,
‘Ninety six percent is not
sufficient for the exam.
You should have got one hundred.’
Then silence wedged itself again
between us.
My uncles were the ones
who regaled me
with family tales,
skeins of anecdotes
freed from expectation.
And yet it was he
who chose mushroom and pink,
soft colours for a girl’s room
despite the strictures.
And my own barbs stayed hidden
behind the wary pencil lines,
for I dared not disobey
the fifth commandment.
Silent.
He does not speak to me
from behind the frame,
only in my son’s eyes and bones and brain,
in his loves, perfectionism,
his heart,
his name.
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Silences
I drew my father’s profile once,
tracing the conch-like curves
of the question mark,
that formed his unhearing ear.
‘Esther Miriam’ he would call me
in a sing-song voice,
doting on the very idea of me his first child, born
when he was forty two.
‘Esther Miriam’ he would call me
putting out his hand
to stop me from stumbling,
while I learned to walk.
Later he would forbid
bicycles or scooters
apprehensive of all the other risks,
just like his mother.
I drew his face from the side
looking askance,
the bridge of his nose lightly wrinkled
as if scrutinizing the future.
On paper
he looks quizzical
not stern
or detached,
his unhearing ear unrealized,
its demanding whorls
perfectly attuned
to the silences
that were my punishment.
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JUDY BELSKY

Father and Daughter
I
a fan opens to a simple line drawing
a man sits by the shore of a river
he holds a small girl in his arms
the fan inches open
but its origami edges
hold back secrets in its folds
the two play against each other
like black and white
one needs the other for clarity
a painted fan is a series of poems
II
my mother delivers me into his arms
I breathe deeply when she releases me
maybe she does too
III
I try to match my heartbeat to his
Edwardian England
and post war baby
I am a small arrow
that points back to his mother
and forward to his future
IV
he remembers the Irwell, the Irk and the Medlock
I try to follow him to Manchester’s trio of rivers
but a crane breaks surface and disappears
a small fish held like secrets in its mouth
I push the fan open wider
V
underwater float the remnants of aquatic journeys
flotsam of hulls
the canvas of sails
fragments of oars
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the skeleton of a canoe
I follow the neuron trail
to the point where memory and laughter concur
he wheedles money from his grandmother
the way I wheedle stories from him
he buys a canoe and pays for its mooring
his mother never finds out
he sails away from her anxiety
VI
from his secret canoe
I learn to steer clear of disclosure
to leave the surface calm
I learn to propel my dreams
VII
shadows cascade across the fan
heaviness constricts his veins
his father dies when he is three months old
his mother in his twenties
his sister in his forties
another sister marries and disappears
before he leaves England forever
he fights with his brother
they break each other’s noses
decades pass
he receives the telegram too late
too late to reconcile
the web that holds his past in place unravels
the fan tinted with the patina of loss
conceals the contours
of those figures who hover in the background
VIII
he misses the Sabbath table draped in damask
the taste of couscous steamed in its couscoussier
aromatic broth gently ladled into it
the scent still in his olfactory cells
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and passed by osmosis to mine
the tunes that dance him round the Torah
in the synagogue his grandfather helped build
he sits in his dead father’s seat
his name engraved in brass
a cold kiss on his neck
I wait until his attention shifts
IX
it shifts to his adopted landscape
we hike, fish, pick berries and apples
we travel the islands by ferry boats
we stay in rough wooden cabins
muck about in salt pools
I listen to bonfires speak their secrets
I breathe wood smoke laced with briny sea
of mountains capped all year in snow
he says marvillas del mundo
beneath his native English
Castilian Spanish traces itself from Spain to Tetuan
to Gibraltar to Manchester
then Seattle
X
etched back and forth across the fan
the congested markings of migration
he adapts with no undertow of accent
no cliché of the immigrant
from his grafting onto the Pacific Northwest
I learn to shift my thoughts
in and out of strange dialects
to build new homes
I invent myself as a wanderer
XI
a good wanderer tracks his position
in longitudes of faith
in coordinates of tradition
he keeps his heart laden with kindness
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his head full of Talmud
his heart laced with Midrash
he balances carefully around
the pervasive Christian culture
he teaches me to chisel my identity
to keep it honed and at a safe distance
XII
wherever you go
take the cutting you preserve
and transplant it in the ground
build your house in its shade
near a river
from where you may leave again
XIII
I become a vessel for his history
a syphon for his experience
the canals of my ears catch the overflow
and pour into my brain
I become a series of synapses
that snap his memories to mine
I am Urn Girl
XIV
a painted fan opens to a simple drawing
a man sits by the shore of a river
he holds a small girl in his arms
I will shift from his arms
when I master the precision of nurture
the perfect tension of grip
the timing of release
XV
when he is eighteen
and the family fortune is gone
he leaves Manchester for Canada
in Vancouver he takes a job for quick money
to help brings his mother and sister from England
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one day in the factory
a pile of boxes lands on him
and crushes his kidney
his mother arrives in time to nurse him
the refrain of giving barely misses a beat
XVI
the smashed kidney stains the fan
a foretelling of how he will die
when I am twenty
his phantom kidney claims his heart
the fan’s dark pane
back lit by the gift of the young man to his mother
XVII
when he dies
I hold myself
to keep from flying apart
and then gradually
I see in myself
rib by rib
his visceral understudy
and I am consoled
XVIII
I relinquish the fan
for the first time
I turn it over to its tight ivory spine
I have no pictures to go by
no expanding tale
no bright jewels of interlocking poems
the painted story rests and alternates
against the unpainted fan
here
withheld in interior pleats
my mother’s story
waits for me
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YONNAH BEN LEVY

The View
My eyes are bright
I live inside a new
expanded view
to nature’s back door
into vistas of mountains and lakes
where promises are born
to challenge my heart to live strong
I have my own room finally
left to myself to dream and ponder
Greek plays, Shakespeare sonnets
and ever mystifying revelations.
At eighteen years young
expansive glass in warm wood encasements
with stone carefully laid has done its work
arranged in sogi screen-like geometrics
the architectures dream expanded inside
my head, sprinkled light from the stairwell’s lantern
spread its warmth and lifted our spirits upward
and beyond to
the latticed roof with fir trees growing
through the eaves
Even in much later years
this cedar brown house stays with me
as do the memories of those
family members who shared
their space inside with me!
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RUTH FOGELMAN

My Beloved Uncle
I climb inside a cardboard box
in the large, carpeted hallway of our London home.
“Do you want me to post you?” asks Uncle David.
I nod, and Uncle David places a sticker on my forehead –
“here’s the stamp,” he says, and picks me up in the box
to carry me to the post office.
Uncle David takes me to Hampstead Heath
on Sunday afternoons, with crumbled bread in his pockets
to feed the ducks. I toss the bread crumbs into the pond,
watch the rippled circles,
watch the ducks race across the water,
dip their beaks down, snatch the morsels.
When we move to Brighton
he takes me to the beach.
It is covered with pebbles.
When the tide is low, Uncle David lets me
take off my shoes and walk on the wet, sandy sea-bed.
Uncle David takes me to St. Ann’s Park,
pushes me on the swings.
Mummy never pushes me on the swings.
Neither does my father.
They are busy, father in his study,
mummy with her friends.
Uncle David takes me shopping
for a new shoes and a dress –
we buy sky-blue, with short puffy sleeves
and black, comfy shoes with a gold buckle.
He only buys me shoes that are comfy.
Uncle David takes me on a train
to meetings in London, and to his home in Cambridge.
On the train we play “boxes” and “hang-man.”
I love playing with Uncle David.
He writes books and he’s never too busy for me.
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My Brother
You could do no wrong
my tall, handsome, rebellious
12-years older brother. “Just like Gregory
Peck”, the swooning girls
all said. The army sent you
to a far-away continent and
for five long years you were
gone. My wishes upon a star
brought you back but
not for long. You left the
fold, out of choice this time,
a second parting, worse than
the first.
At age seven I taught
myself to type, because you did,
kept a diary because
you did, later I learned to like
Olivier’s Hamlet or Beethoven’s
Fifth because you did, yet
still I lagged behind. Now,
decades later, this is what
I see before my eyes:
They come in, carrying you,
gently lowering you
into your chair,
the trolley with food
is wheeled closer
and spoon by spoon
you are fed.
You no longer rebel,
a bland smile appears
on your face,
Shakespeare was right:
there is symmetry in life,
the beginning and end
are the same.
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SARAH FELD

My Little Girl
My precious little girl,
with her uneven dark braids
and disheveled brown smock
turns her back to me.
With reddened cheeks
blazing
she stomps her feet
telling me to leave.
"You abandoned me,"
she whimpers.
Gaining courage she screams,
"You Left Me Alone!"
She is right
"But I come now, and
I will stay with you. Forever.
Then, I did not know how."
She avoids my offered hand.
Like a fading wisp of a
sought after dream, she's gone.
How will I find her?
Time, and my breathing slows.
She appears with her hair up
wearing a sweet lavender dress
her eyes exploring mine.
In the soothing silence
one of us says, "I love you."
My cheeks are wet
with whose tears?
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The next time we meet,
my grown up girl
offers me a treasure,
her smile reflecting mine.
Our memories are merging
transforming, light.
"I love you," one of us says
and we both know it.
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CHAIM BEZALEL
"Four things annul the decree that seals a person's fate; namely, alms, prayer, change of
name, and change of deeds" (Gemara: R. H. 16b)

I

My Father

I come from a line of name changers.
While watching the news with my father,
a man who never went past the eighth grade,
I discovered that he spoke five languages
and English unaccented.
He never spoke of his childhood in Tarnopol.
The ship's manifest mangled his given name.
Bezalel, in God's shadow, had no cognate
in America.
A sponsoring aunt living in Massachusetts
suggested Saul, the tragic king.
He went into business with his older brother,
David, with whom he feuded all his days.
Saul and David.
So my father, the youngest of his clan,
became both a David and a Saul.
The business was textiles as indicated by
the surname,
Spilke, Yiddish for pins and needles and
slang for “ants in the pants.”
I worked summers in the business, commuting
down to the Garment District,
sitting beside him for an hour in traffic
often without a word exchanged.
We were different, but it took my own
immigration to begin to understand.
II

To Life

My mother claimed that I was named
For her cousin once removed
Or some such shirt-tail relative
Whose recent death behooved.
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So my name was given, life itself
To life, to life, l'chaim.
The man wo took a piece of flesh
Then touched my mouth with wine.
But as the author, Herman Wouk
Describes assimilation,
That name was just for inside use
Within the congregation.
Now while we're on the subject still
Of names and their commission
My mother found from '49
The proof of circumcision.
So now beyond the evidence
Some document existed
Signed by Rabbi So-and-So
But where the my name is listed
Not Chaim but Ezekiel
In Hebrew script is scribbled.
Perhaps that Manischewitz wine,
Which on my mouth he dribbled,
I'd shared with him to toast my life.
And now that I am old
A good name, so the proverb says
Is preferable to gold.
III

My Sister the Doctor

I had a sister, but she died.
At the funeral home I identified
the body. Though without a bruise or mark,
Her face in such repose, so stark,
I almost couldn't, she looked so strange
without the animation, without the range
of highs and lows that wracked her all her days.
She was 53 when she went out with a blaze
Her plane ran out of gas, came to a stall
and crashed into a Post Office wall
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not far from the airport in Teterboro,
which for me added sorrow on sorrow.
We'd recently reached a reconciliation
since she found her new avocation.
Before her life was cut so short
She'd flown me to Mystic Seaport.
We'd ordered chowder, each a bowl
and then enjoyed a little stroll a replica of Amistad, the slaving ship;
I still have photographs of the trip.
I'd been away for a full decade.
She suddenly appeared at my door to upbraid
me for stealing her diamond ring.
It was clear she was on her manic swing.
I forgave her and it was found,
and she planned to fly westbound
across the country to our new home.
My mother called me on the phone.
In the Times obit the name is carried
as Hunter, which is the man she married,
probably just for the name she acquired,
(acceptance was what she really desired)
to which she added the prefix Doctor,
because she said her mother mocked her
by saying she needed to see a shrink.
Now our mother would have to think
twice before making any diagnosis.
My sister would prevail on whose neurosis
Was skewing the facts
When one or the other over-reacts.
But even with a license framed on the wall
She couldn’t save herself after all.
IV

How I Met my Wife

I lived in a youth hostel.
I had the lower bunk.
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I kept all of my earthly goods,
The sum of which had shrunk.
Two suitcases full of suits
I would never wear beneath the bed.
The price included breakfast so
at least I would be fed.
The other men who stayed there
all lived a monk’s existence,
with no visible means of support.
It was a bare subsistence.
One morning for breakfast,
chocolate spread on rye,
I met a preacher from California
and happened to tell him why
I had changed name and
how I changed my life.
And so begins the story
Of how I met my wife.
The next morning at breakfast
he said my name had jogged
his memory and so he checked his
diary and found that he had logged
five years ago in LA, our meeting
through a friend we shared.
And so we became acquaintances.
Next day at breakfast he declared
that he had proposed marriage
to a woman; by her name she might
be a Moroccan, Iraqi, or Persian Jew.
She could even be a Yemenite.
It seemed strange that he was heading
to the altar with a native Israeli.
He asked me to photograph the wedding
and I agreed. A few weeks after,
I met his fiancée.
She was driving her Suzuki truck
and stopped along the way
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home to pick up his duffel bag
under a house where I happened to stay.
I pulled it out and threw it in the back,
which was covered like a prairie schooner;
and she was as Western as Annie Oakley.
I knew the duffel was full of bugs. No sooner
had she reached home than I called her up.
"You know there's roaches in that duffel."
"Oh that's ok," she replied without a pause,
“I'll put it in the wash," she said unruffled.
The wedding was a travesty
but beautifully staged and well portrayed
by the bride and the photographer.
You’ll excuse me if I do say it
myself. Why a travesty?
Because in Israel the Rabbinate
performs all Jewish weddings.
A mixed marriage they won’t officiate
So whoever pronounced them
man and wife had no powers
vested in him by the state
to legally join the vowers.
They had to finish the job in Cyprus.
Within a month the groom informs
her he made a big mistake.
He was happy living in a dorm.
So my future wife and I
Became the best of friends.
Then more than friends.
One month later he sends
her a Mexican divorce.
Six years later I got mine
But when we returned to America
had to fight another nine.
My ex had changed her name to
St. George and I was the dragon.
But when all is said and done
It’s me and the girl in the covered wagon.
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Animated Pictures
Animated black and white pictures dotted with red
unroll on a hazy screen,
sound-track a second or two late.
In the yard Mummy rocks back and forth on a chair,
it creaks in rhythm as she rocks.
I squat behind the elderberry bush
studded with inky berries and red buds.
I want to be rocked on Mummy’s knee,
and pry her fingers off her eyes.
Helmeted men crash through the gate,
Mummy’s shoulders tremble.
Boots trample our mezuza,
unfurled parchment flaps like a wounded bird.
I wish I could go to my teddy-bear and doll,
I am bent over low behind the bush.
A helmet says: “Where is your man hiding, you, Jewish slut?
If he is not here tomorrow
we’ll take you instead to the Gestapo.”
Mummy’s voice: “My husband will be back in a day or two.”
Raucous laughter, and more words I don’t know
trail the men as they spit and slam the gate.
I run to Mummy, “Where is Getapo?” I want to know.
Stroking my head, she reaches for my hand “come, they did not hurt your doll and teddy bear,
put them to bed, say Shema Yisroel.”
“But Mummy, may I pick some red buds tomorrow?
to give to Daddy when he comes home?” She nods.
Mother’s prayers brought Father back
to lull generations to sleep with wonderous tales.
As I hug my grandchildren and great-grands,
doll, teddy bear and the helmets disappear.
Mother remains on her chair hovering in space,
rocking me gently on her knee.
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It’s America! Play Ball
Background music:
The Sidewalks of New York, 1894;
Music by Charles B Lawler, Lyrics by James B. Blake
a row of brownstone houses with worn stoops
scents of bubbling, carroty chicken soup and
sweet oniony carp with coarse black pepper;
boys, their knees escaping hand-me-down
knickers, stockings clumped and forgotten
at the ankles, wield wooden trundling sticks
as they go a-rolling bicycle hoops- gloriously! along the sidewalks of New York
tenement windows frame grandmothers
on guard duty, armed with elbow cushions
and knowledge that eyes trained in youth
to spot Cossacks are empowered to bestow
protection upon their jewels shining below;
From her fifth floor perch Mrs. Tenzer warbles
a contralto “Bereleh, nu? Kumen essen!”
Berel pretends not to understand
…much less to hear…
or, that he even knows a Bereleh
instead,
he sets out on another circuit, leading
a loyal troupe of droopy-socked urchins,
shoelaces flailing behind; upon return,
a weighty, waded ball of newspaper
whooshes down, landing on home stoop;
he rebounds, retrieves last week’s headlines
and unwraps a cache of hot kasha knishes,
express delivery from an Old World player;
he grins up in time to spot her repositioning
an elbow upon the casement pillow, as
she savors the sweet taste of a perfect pitch
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Lines
needing to tell the story
I slip into line
welcoming immersion
in the humming sounds;
so many ahead of me
their bodies’ warmth lessening full force
of cold head winds for us who follow;
all searching for a safe place
to lay down our burdens words, stories, wounds, memoriesseeking a place of understanding
a place of healing
unnoticed in the shadows
weaves a silent line;
human forms carry
words too heavy to speak
images too dark to draw
wounds too deep to heal
carrying in pain, carrying far,
ever towards but never reaching
horizon’s vanishing point
uncountable, immeasurably small
lines shimmer and loop,
ethereal strings in silent song;
vibrating shapes in hidden planes of space
folded away from human knowing;
minute ripples informing all reality
beyond the memory of a vibrating heart
stories once told
stories never told
rest eternal
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Lost in Time
we always walked up the back staircase
to the top of the ‘triple-decker’ house
straight into the kitchen; the walls were papered
in a large floral green swirl, spotless linoleum
covered creaky wood floorboards, a scrubbed
oilcloth brightened the table, always laden
with delicasies from Grandma’s oven,
the selection like the year’s calendar:
sticky teiglach, honey cake, potato latkes,
hamantaschen, coconut macaroons
but every week
notes of mama lashon floated upon
vapors of simmering chicken soup;
linguistic stem cells
leached out from boiling bones
morphed into the full range of human affect:
espressivo exhalations, jubilant, proud
meant for all to hear
sotto voce utterances, secretive, sorrowfulnot words for tender ears
(they should never know from it!)
the unspoken stories remained marrow deep
back then, an iridescent, twirling
hula hoop was my horizon,
encompassing my life’s great oceans
a displaced generation left their known world behind
crossed world’s oceans laden with little more than history
wisps of dreams
fervent prayers
in the Goldena Medina
competition for minds and hearts was great
my curiosity was aimed elsewhere
they were gone before
I thought to ask the questions
who will tell their stories now?
Oh, not knowing
I am diminished
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Secrets
Secrets
To be kept
On pain of
Marrow’s death
Like swallowing regurgitation
In animals it’s called rumination
But I am not a cow
I dare not chew over
The if, should, how
Of cathartic laying on of words
Even if believed
Understanding
Too much to ask
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Balancing Act
my toes curl reflexively
as I tread the taut rope.
where are the others?
am I way up here solo,
alone in remembering those gone?
I look down, far below;
a forlorn terrain is pocked with voids
each absence like an immutable obstacle.
bruising-loving exhortations,
given life breath for me, the sounds
ticker-tape behind my eyes…still!
I tread on
the rope digs into my sole
without support, my soul would fall
I refocus my heart's eye
a hand's touch away
on budding faces
shining out
awaiting
my kiss
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My Father
Now, older than he when he died, his voice comes back
to me: eat your vegetables or you’ll get them for breakfast
(for tomorrow, next week until the furthest generation)
There were other things he said between his whiskey and
the shoes that we were forced to remove from his stinking
sweat stained feet.
Like little children should be seen but not heard, and,
wielding his belt with its painful brass buckle, while grunting
this hurts me more than it hurts you.
Yet, when I was old enough to understand, he would wax
philosophical referring to God as the Genius of Evolution
and proclaiming Esperanto as the new universal language.
They were all like that, this clan of stiff upper lipped
Britishers, rivers of borrowed wisdom flowing from them
while you stood at attention polishing their tarnished medals.
His brother carried father’s childhood sweetheart off and
married her, but after the brother dropped dead on the tennis
court, Father moved in with her (in separate bedrooms)
until he too, paid the toll of the liquor and cigarettes he
loved so much.
In my mind I talk to him. Not words of love or affection as
these were never used between us in our landscapes of
avoidance and irony. But describing artifacts from the future
he never reached: Look, do you know what this is? A computer, a
cellphone, a world of knowledge at your fingertips!
Today, older than he was when West Park Cemetery claimed
his bones, I still find him somewhere there inside me
scribbling his thoughts in this yellowing notebook, now gone
but in a different language — one divided into poems and
stanzas—all my own, not his at last.
And in the end I get fed up with words`both his and mine
and dream of music, dancing and other pursuits we hid
behind our differences.
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Savta
My grandchildren are the source of so much love and joy.
Each one his or her own self, unique and special,
Given to me as a gift from G-d, to shower with heartfelt love.
Adi made me a grandmother.
A pearl, named for my Sveetheart Grammy, she is creative
in art, loves aesthetics and accessories,
We share hearts and kisses vis sms messages!
Shira has always had eclectic interests: atlases,
acrobatics, mini-architecture,
Student council, music, a book-worm.
Her song is one of leadership and love.
Noa is on the move, looking around to see where she can
give a helping hand.
Not overly demanding, just sweet and solidly secure.
There is so much I can learn from her!
Hod is bright, like he namesake in the Omer.
Before age four he already knew that “letters stop,
but numbers go on and on”.
A gifted child, strong ability,
And a sweet big brother at home.
Hallel: praise is very important to her.
Among others, she makes sure to be heard,
and to get what she needs.
One-on-one, she is easy-going and joyful.
Aviv is the beautiful blond image of spring.
Playful, cheerful, loving picnic games again and again.
And when grown up to school age, sending messages of
“I love you, Savta” on the phone!
Yehuda, the lion of righteousness.
Giving, grateful, going with the flow, bright,
loves to learn, wonderful friend –
And he’s still got so far to go!
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Ori, a shining light!
Still the youngest, still holding on, wanting his
fair share like the big kids.
Learning from his loving siblings.
Be’eri, named for Grandpa, four generations away.
Master communicator already, even without a standard
Hebrew or English vocabulary.
Graced with a joyous heart and laughing soul.
How blessed I am to have these gifts, these
precious souls, in my life.
I treasure their love, and the privilege I have
To nurture them with the empowering love
that is in my heart.
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Grammy
My Grammy was the source of unconditional love for me.
I was her Sweetheart;
Favorite only daughter of her favorite only daughter.
I could do no wrong.
Oh, how I embraced her love,
Felt so cherished in her ample bosom,
Nourished with her flavors of Yiddishkeit:
Mouth-watering rugelach, tangy stuffed cabbage,
and home-baked challot.
Shabbat Kodesh on Friday night,
She was Mrs. K. selling bridal gowns on Saturday.
Sunday morning brought the aroma of challah toast
Wafting up the stairwell
To where I waited
In the crack
Between the two mattresses.
How blessed I was that she lived and loved until she was 97!
How blessed I was to have my Grammy until I was 53!
And when she was “iffen elter”
I did my best to give back to her
All the love she had showered on me.
Fifteen years later,
Her malapropisms and idiosyncratic speech
still chime in my ears daily.
Our hearts are still connected by undying love.
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Hours Before I am Born
Hours before I am born
Bells begin to ring
Is this the Geula?
But it’s snowing
Is my father fasting?
Where is he?
My mother and the doctor
Share a cigarette
In the intermission
between the subdued contractions
Drug induced calm,
And the bells
Am I so important?
[Sixty years later
They tell me
Once a year
This could be The Geula What have we been waiting for?
I’ve always been one to push…
For the End]
.
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Georgia
I have never been to Georgia
At least not ex utero
I’ve never picked a peach
From a tree
Behind a white picket fence
Where the help use
The side door only
Georgia
A place into which I became
And yet, did not
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Rejecting
Rejecting all that
The peaches, apples
Russet autumn leaves
Rivers that thread through
Spreading highways
I’ve settled into vineyards
With bleating sheep
Whirring helicopters
Carpets of almond blossoms
Jars of homemade olives
Picked from among silvery leaves
That catch the sunlight
Toss it back and forth
While birds chirp
In a myriad of languages
Both ingathered, and
On their way to and from
Other places
Like the one from which
I came
In an earlier century
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Extended Distended
I
"She was hard woman to live with", she said.
How could I know, nobody told me. The days
were then. Mothers, fathers, uncles bred
him, a child, an orphan. Daddy was away,
back and forth at the Mayo Brothers to heal,
how could he know what that was. No play
time, all the brothers, sisters, swarmed. Mama feels,
the man she loves belongs to everyone, but
her. The children can never know, no one reveals,
all the people that come to know him glut
the room, the unwellness unspoken, hush,
forever is never. Sulfa's a word. Hard fought,
no matter what they do, Dad's gone,
he hardly touched him, now buried in the sand
II
All of seven, two other brothers, they mourn.
Dad's best friend takes a brother, like a son,
no need to ask a wife what she thinks. She's torn
from her sunshine, what can she say, don't go?
As her first born goes off, nobody cares
so it seems. All of seven and his brother show
love and respect and comfort, at least. Life wears
upon their mother, her sons, and then it's time
to come of age, an eager uncle helps
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his sister-in-law, her child, takes him. He climbs
in the back seat of his car, an adopted son.
What could she do, necessity's reality's prime
mover, what families do for a widow bereft,
leaves a ten year old too small he's the one that's left
III
with Mama, alone, her in-laws, generous, so,
gestures of kindness, her bitterness. Who needs them
all they do is take in her loved ones. She goes
from one unhappiness to another. Her son he came
to his cousins, careful what not to report
lest mother burst forth with bile. The blame
nothing short of school mates, and dive to into sports,
a physical respite on a playfield, to carry a ball
down the line. Return home, a salary transport,
alterations done, needle and thread, don't tell.
Mama is a lady, far be it for her
to be beholden to relations. He quells
the things of which he's aware. He hides
the acrid memory of that back and forth inside.
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Desert and Rebirth
Part One
It’s my destiny
I move to deserts,
Lands of sand upon sand,
With no promise of growth.
No rain from heaven,
Hard, unyielding earth,
No entering its warm bosom.
And I pray,
And I water,
And I dream,
And I gather other dreamers,
And we break the barren earth,
And we plant,
And we build,
And we water the dry sand,
And we plant seeds,
And we grow plants and flowers,
Colorful, nutritious, and hearty.
And we thank the God of our fathers
For the miracle of life, growth, and sustenance.
We move to barren lands,
That were left for the desert gazelles to wander,
Vacant of life.
Vacant of growth
These lands flourish.
Because we dream,
And we break the barren earth,
And we find fellow dreamers,
And we till the soil together,
The earth of our forefathers and mothers,
The land that generations dreamed of from afar.
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Part Two
We are fulfilling the prophets’ predictions,
We are not alone in this barren land,
We carry with us the dreams of generations,
Of mothers and fathers, and their children and grandchildren.
They are praying for our success,
And we won’t disappoint them.
It is my destiny.
I am a grower of plants,
A cultivator of fruit,
A builder of homes,
A breaker of the black barren earth,
This is my destiny,
And I carry it with love,
And devotion.
And conviction,
And stubbornness.
My hands are calloused from the digging,
But I will continue to dig.
My throat is parched from the dry sand,
But I will continue to plant,
I turn my head at the insults and shouts of the nations.
I will not abandon my land.
We stand against the world again, as always,
Strongly, resolutely, and with conviction.
It is our destiny,
Mine and that of my fellow dreamers,
We will plant on fallow soil,
We will defy the odds,
We will make the desert bloom
With the colors of the rainbow.
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Part Three
And we will return the Torah to its rightful home,
We will fill the seminaries with plants of Torah,
Young men and women adding their voices to the still desert
sands,
They will sing the songs of our homeland,
Chant the melodies of the sages,
Turn over the soil of our scriptures,
Together they will learn,
And turn our desert of learning,
Into a world of Torah,
Until the garden will yield seeds of knowledge
Of Torah, and Wisdom and Prayer.
This is my destiny,
To be blessed to be among the planters,
And builders
And growers.
I am a farmer of flowers, of fruit and of Torah,
I am blessed.
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South Pacific and Cheese Cake
I remember my father,
A tall, gawky man,
His face expressionless, stuck together with the
glue of stress and sadness.
His eyes, hard, big and brown, concealing secrets.
We lived separate lives, both lonely, caught in our isolated worlds.
One day he took me to New York City.
His stone face relaxed,
I saw his wide, warm lips,
His heavy, tall torso bent,
As his hand held mine.
“First we go to Lindy’s.
You have to taste their cheesecake,”
His voice suddenly warm and inviting,
His features soften, exposing his tanned skin,
A hint of a smile.
He held a seat out for me,
As I melted in its warm embrace,
Tasting the soft, sweet cheese,
As it dissolved in my mouth.
I was entranced by the sleek, shiny restaurant
With bright red upholstered seats, and huge mirrors.
I hated to leave the restaurant,
Until I saw his broad smile as we approached the theater,
My father’s eyes suddenly became alive, sparkling.
I was fascinated by the big bulbs surrounding the marquis,
And the aisles upon aisles of well dressed people
Focussing on the stage filled with dancers and singers,
My dad and I were both captivated by the songs and the movement,
‘Some enchanted evening,’ ‘Bali Hi,’ ‘There is
nothing like a dame.’
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The melodies entered our souls,
The exuberant cast took us with them,
We were transported,
My dad relaxed on the seat, and smiled at me,
We were mesmerized.
Then out onto the noisy, crowded city street.
And into the bustling, dirty train.
His smile disappeared, his face hardened,
His body tensed,
The magic dissolved.
He let go of my hand, and looked absentmindedly through me,
Remembering the stresses and pressures of the busy luncheonette.
I walked alone, beside him,
Humming the songs, holding on to the memories,
Mourning in my soul for the day that has come to an end.
We returned to the cold luncheonette.
He donned his dirty apron
Along with his mask, of cold indifference.
I tried to remember the songs and the dances,
But remained lonely, sadly confronted by the end of the dream.

The Bar with my Dad
He took me to a bar
Filled with the stench of liquor
Men falling over their feet,
A stained floor cluttered with smelly, slippery vomit
My cousin, Paulie, wearing a torn soiled t-shirt hidden
behind the counter.
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“Time to go, sweety,” he said,
Transporting me to a small, messy shop smelling of oil and grease.
Shelves of shiny metal restaurant equipment helter skelter,
His eyes fastened on a shredder.
The owner demonstrated the incredible speed, as it sliced a
cabbage into narrow slices,
Instantly, cleanly, neatly.
My father’s eyes sparkled excitedly,
How he wanted that tool!
But he settled on a used, reconstructed slicer. Maybe one day,
he’d get the magic one.
Still, he was happy for it.
He smiled a secret guilty smile,
Like that of a little boy enjoying a new toy.
And I reveled in his smile.
A rare sight, his smile.
I cherished the memory of that smile.
Then, down the narrow streets to his battered jalopy,
Carefully placing the contraption in the trunk,
I sat alongside him, watching the smile disappear,
And the mask of his status returning-Tough store owner, sharpening knives,
Chopping salads, juggling counters full of customers,
Watching the clock, so they could eat and run.
The smile was gone.
We were greeted by my mother’s angry look,
And her sharp words,
“How could you have taken a little girl to that drunken dive?
Next time you go by yourself.”
The trip remained a memory,
As did his smile.
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Each Age is a Journey
Now I am Grown up, quite old, really
but I can recall the little girl child me
Close my eyes, concentrate, and I can see
her at play -- she calls, “Watch me!”
Now she is Six
playing street games with the other girls
stretching her body onto the sidewalk
Throw the metal ‘jacks,’
arms straight, fingers curling in hand
“Don’t hit the crack on the sidewalk or I am out.”
Now she is Eight
playing street games with her friends
straightening her torso up into the air
Jump above the cord rope,
legs together leaping high, higher
“Don’t stop the rope swinging or I’ll be out.”
Now she is Ten
playing on the street with herself
feet tied tightly onto those magic ruby roller skates
Fly down the steep city hill, free fall
breath held in, grasping into nothingness
“Don’t tumble onto the concrete slope or I . . .”
Each game is a contest.
Each age is a journey.
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The Voice from Sinai
I will retrace my steps,
turning back on the path
upon which I tread;
progress step by step.
Allow me, my God,
to reach Your mountain.
Let me drink from Your spring
to quench my yearnings.
I emerged out of the galut night
from my centuries-long trek.
Once at the mountain's foot,
only my spirit can ascend.
Come see the flash and flare
there at Sinai,
His Voice once again
causing the ground to quake.
Light and wind
touch my bones,
bidding me to rejuvenate
under the cloud of the Shechinah!
Plants, flowers and stones
witness God's commands to Israel:
"I am your God who took you out of Egypt."
And these very words roll on till today!
The Voice's echo hovers
over fields and waters;
it bids me to revel in it,
to exult in my soul.
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Generations
Generations come to the fore
in a tapestry of azure sky and brown earth.
Am Yisrael is an organic unity
adorned in myriads of diamonds and pearls!
I'll weave my pattern there
out of what I search for-the happiness-to contribute with love.
Our destiny moves forward
in a zigzag of opportunities;
It bids great and small
to bring their grist to the granary.
Behold my basket is full
with the family I have raised.
My God! Let them be
like the first fruits of my labor.
.
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But Still He Died
1.
On June 8, 1912, my dad’s parents put him on the
Principe Di Piemonte sailing out of
Naples, Campania, Italy, to emigrate
to America
He was 15 years old
He left behind Papa, Mama and two siblings
To my knowledge he never saw them again
and we do not know why he was sent away
2.
Dad married a young, Italian immigrant when
they were both 17 years old, their picture
showing two handsome teen-agers,
Joseph Edward and Regina Rosa,
ready to commence their life together
They would bring four children into the world
two boys and two girls who would be
my half-siblings but old enough to
have been my parents
When the oldest three were grown and married,
Joseph and Regina divorced and the youngest,
Joe, Jr., came to live with us in Winterset, Iowa.
He was nine years older than me.
I adored and idolized my big brother
3.
Mom was Dad’s second wife, 20 years his
junior, his blond and blue-eyed waitress
at his neighborhood restaurant.
Oh, the scandal in that small town of Winterset,
when the debonair, olive-skinned Italian with his
black, slick-backed hair moved into town
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But Still He Died
4.
We lived above our grocery store where
the only way up, or down, was a
steep flight of wooden stairs
attached to the side of a brick building
housing the grocery store and a tavern
My four-year-old legs could hardly reach
the steps without causing me to stumble
but Daddy needed a clean, white apron
and I begged Mommy to let me take
it down those rickety stairs to him
Mom told me I would fall on the stairs.
Of course, I tripped on the apron strings
and had to have burning, orange-red
Mercurochrome put on my knees
and hands. My mother was always right.
5.
Before my younger siblings came along,
we left Winterset and moved to a modest,
two-bedroom house on the South Side of
Des Moines, the part of Des Moines where
most of the Italian community lived.
Dad used to hold me on his lap and play
games with me while singing an Italian
children’s song. His hands grasping mine
he would start slowly stroking first his
cheeks and then mine all the while
stroking faster and faster until I was laughing
so hard, I got the hiccups. I remember the tune
as though it were yesterday but I know neither
the name of the song nor the words.
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6.
Dad was 53 when his eighth child was born
By this time, I had two younger sisters and then
my little brother, Jim, arrived. Dad died four years later.
I was 13 and I laid beside him as I listened to the air being
expelled from his lungs trying to comfort him but not
understanding what was happening.
The four of us were sent off to our oldest
half-brother, Frank, until the day of the funeral.
At the funeral home, I stood beside Dad’s casket
looking down at the face I knew so well. It showed
no lines or wrinkles from having suffered several
heart-attacks. He had pink cheeks and blood-red lips
and it seemed he was chiselled in granite and painted to look
real.
7.
I thought my dad could do anything, but
still he died
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